
ALAIYO BRADSHAW DRAWING/IMAGINGASSIGNMENT PROCESS-Positive/Negative 
Complete (50 %) Positive/Negative for homework:   
1. View Student References examples on blog and other
2. Complete Positive/Negative drawing in Illustrator
for homework 8.5”x11” in size for (letter) sized paper
3. Save your final drawing, Illustrator file and pdf file
4. Ask me if you have questions..no matter what and
when
INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW: Illustrator tools:
Use: pen, selections, shapes, stroke, fill, levels
1. Scan or photograph pos/neg drawing, 300dpi, and
place drawing in your Museum Triptych/drawings
folder. -Create new document in Illustrator.

3. Go to bottom of tool bar and
select 1pt black stroke with no
fill.
Go up the tool bar to the shapes
tools and create any of those you
can before drawing with the pen
tool.

5. The pen tool-When making a straight line click one point to
the other without dragging. When creating a curve click and
drag. The handles should follow the direction of the lines. Do
not create too many points.

6. When you have a small
curves like above the
handles should be short
and the anchor points
close.
When you have a long
curve like on the right the
handles should be long
and anchor points far
apart.

8. Again, never click off your
line and don’t stop drawing
until you close. To use the
convert tool (shown on the top
left) while you are drawing don’t
click off the pen, hold down the
option key and you will see the
pen turn to the convert tool and
the line break into a point. Go
to next point click and drag.

4. To constrain or make the shapes the same all around
press shift as you drag. Press option/shift as you drag to
move out from the middle.

7. Keep drawing without stopping until you close your
drawing lines or connect to the starting point. If you
do accidentally click off the pen line and therefore
disconnect. hit the “P” key and you will see you are in
the pen mode at the bottom to the left on your window.
To reconnect without starting a different line-hover over
the last anchor point with your pen tool until you see
“anchor” and the minus sign. Click and drag to continue
drawing.

2. Make a layer. Place your pos/neg sketches in Illustrator in
the layer, call it (original), lock the layer, and create a new
layer call it (illustrator drawing).
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9. Complete your drawn shape by closing the path. You
will see the last anchor point when you hover over it with
your pen tool until you see “anchor”. This is where and
when you click to close.

Click on this icon
to get to the drop 
down menu.

Look on the bottom of 
the tool pallet to make 
sure you have a black 
fill. The drawing will 
fill with black around 
the white as well.

11. Double click the fill
box on top left to find
swatches.
Click on the black square.

10. After you close go back and make corrections to your
paths, anchor points and bezzier handles by using the
direct select tool. Hit the “A” key and use your selection
tool to click on individual points, paths and handles.
Move or drag them around to make corrections.

12. After you make the
black fill you may have a
dirty not so white area.

14. This is the difference.

13. Create a third layer,
drag it into the middle of
you original and illustrator
drawing layers. Call it
white fill. On that layer
drag a box from the
top left corner of your
artboard to the bottom
right corner, fill with
white and it will show
between the two layers
as a bright, clean white.
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18. I will create a folder to place the original Illustrator file (ai file, not pdf) and hand drawing into. 
Please place the file into your folder for me to view. I can then check all you have done with tools, 
layers naming and other aspects of the file.
IMPORTANT: Even if you are not done with some of the project due to problems, put the file into 
the folder anyway. If you have corrections to make after you show me the project that is fine and will 
go into the grade... as long as you have shown me something on time you can correct it later. (It is 
never a good idea to skip class because you are not quite finished and to turn assignments in late).

15. Save as an ai file:
positive_negative_your name_di_fall15.ai

16. Save second version as a pdf file: 
positive_negative_your name_di_fall15.pdf




